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CLIPLANS
innovative short-circuit lance



Compact
Every CLIPLANS has its own 

handy case. The dimensions 

(length x width x height) are 

36 x 21 x 25 centimetres.

Easy maintenance
In order to simplify maintenance, we have used a 

minimum of unique parts. For example, you can 

charge the battery of the CLIPLANS with a multifunc-

tional charger. You can also connect this to the 

cigarette lighter socket in your car. And we have given 

thought to reducing your maintenance costs; for 

example, you only need to calibrate the CLIPLANS 

once every two years.

The CLIPLANS is intended for the safest AHS class (Prevention/Elimination). This self-

signalling short-circuit lance ensures the safety of field service operations. In simple and 

easy steps, you place a contact clamp on the base of both rails in the section that is to 

be secured, and then lock it. The signalling unit of the CLIPLANS then engages auto-

matically and immediately performs a self-test. 

CLIPLANS SICo 4004: innovative short-circuit lance



Long-life battery
With uninterrupted use of the 

CLIPLANS, the life of the Li-ion 

battery is guaranteed to be at 

least 52 hours.

Unique key
Your CLIPLANS comes with a key 

that fits all the clip lances in your 

company. Every company gets its 

own unique key.

Multifunctional battery charger
Every Cliplans case contains a 

battery charger. You can connect it 

to the mains supply or to the 

cigarette lighter socket in your car.

Battery

Protection against PSSSL pulses

Monitor signalling

Shock proof

Easy operation
We know better than most how important it is that the user is able to give his full attention to the safety of his 

environment. Therefore we designed the CLIPLANS in such a way that it is compact and lightweight, and 

delivers the optimum level of safety. If your company works with multiple clip lances, you will receive your own 

unique key. You can use this for all the lances within your own company. So no more searching for the right key.



“At last, and end to all the lugging 
around! Not only do I have more room 
in my car, but the CLIPLANS is also 

much easier to work with.”

Monitor signalling
The signalling unit gives you a 

clear signal when it’s positioned 

correctly and warns you if it’s 

positioned wrongly.



Advantages of CLIPLANS:

Compact 

Lightweight

Unique universal key

Long-life battery

Multifunctional battery charger

PSSSL-suitable

Independent system

Monitor signalling

VolkerRail SAFAC, approved by ProRail, is the workplace safety 

division of VolkerRail. We offer services and develop systems that 

enable you to create a safe workplace. We supply expert and 

qualified safety personnel and provide documentation, registration, 

certification and designs for workplace safety equipment. Naturally, 

we adhere to the regulations set by ProRail. We aim for the optimum 

level of safety for people on and around the track.

Would you like to see with your own eyes how simple it is to use the Cliplans? Take a look at www.cliplans.com.
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